deoxyuridine (BrdU) and staining nuclei with fluorescent
pulse labeled with CldU, and then stained with red (for IdU) and green (for CldU) fluorochrome-conjugated antiNew foci emerge continuously, until there are several hundred foci throughout the internal, euchromatic rebodies ( Figure 1B) . When visualized through a dual red/ green filter, foci that synthesized DNA throughout the gions of the nucleus, defining the type II pattern. Since type I is brief and is probably a direct precursor to the pulse/chase/pulse period incorporated both IdU and CldU and appear yellow, IdU-labeled foci having comtype II pattern, we refer to them collectively as type I/II. This pattern of labeling is observed throughout the first pleted replication during the chase label only in red, and foci that initiated replication during the chase label only half of S phase (0-6 hr). At mid-S phase (6-9 hr), replication takes place almost exclusively at the nuclear periphin green. As expected, simultaneous IdU/CldU labeling revealed exclusively yellow foci (Figure 1Ba) . After a 10 ery and nucleolar regions (type III). Late in S (9-12 hr), replication occurs first within several relatively large foci min chase, type I/II foci were still yellow, but separate red and green foci were evident in some type III (Figure throughout the nucleus (type IV) and subsequently 1Bb) and many type IV and V (Figure 1Bc ) patterns, possibly reflecting a higher rate of replication fork movement during late S (Housman and Huberman, 1975). Increasing chase times led to an increase in the number of red-or green-labeled foci and a decrease in yellow foci (Figures 1Bd-1Bh and 1C) . These results generally agree with previous reports concluding that early foci complete replication within approximately 60 min (Manders et al., 1996; Ma et al., 1998) but reveal considerable heterogeneity among individual foci and suggest that late foci may complete replication more rapidly.
Chase periods longer than 1 hr frequently revealed clearly demarcated foci of the same pattern type. Separate green and red type I/II patterns were observed after 1-6 hr chase periods (Figures 1Bg, 1Bk, and 1D ). Separate type III patterns were observed in cell cultures chased for 1-3 hr (Figure 1Bh, 1Bi, and 1D) . Separate type IV patterns were found after a 1 hr chase but rarely when chased for 2 hr, while type V patterns were largely completed within 1 hr ( Figure 1D ). The presence of foci labeled only with CldU within nuclei that still contain yellow foci (Figures 1Bb and 1Bd-1Bf) demonstrates that activation of new replication sites does not require the completion of all previous sites. Furthermore, the onset of a subsequent pattern could often be seen prior to the completion of the previous pattern. These results are consistent with the continuous activation of replication sites throughout S phase.
The length of the chase period sufficient for cells to Nuclei labeled in a type I/II pattern in vivo progressed these cells were then introduced into a Xenopus egg extract. At various times thereafter, the replication interto type III in vitro ( Figure 2H ), type III progressed to type IV, and type IV progressed to type V ( Figure 2G ). Type mediates synthesized in vitro were briefly pulse labeled with biotin-dUTP, and nuclei were stained with both IV and type V nuclei completed S phase in vitro ( Figure  2I ) and ceased to incorporate biotin label thereafter (Figanti-BrdU antibodies (green) and Texas red-conjugated streptavidin (red; streptavidin specifically recognizes ures 2K and 2L). At late time points, some nuclei had progressed through more than one pattern (type III to sites of biotin-dU incorporation). This protocol allowed us to distinguish cells in all phases of the cell cycle. type V, Figure 2J ). No nuclei were observed to skip from early to late patterns without passing through the middle Nuclei at various stages of S phase could be identified by their BrdU pattern. G1 phase nuclei could be identipatterns, nor were any nuclei observed to repeat patterns already completed in vivo. As a control, aliquots of fied by the appearance of biotin label after a 10-20 min these same nuclei were permeabilized under conditions that preserve replication efficiency (Dimitrova and Gilbert, 1998) prior to introduction into Xenopus egg extract. With these preparations, G2 phase nuclei were able to initiate replication, and S phase nuclei were observed to reinitiate earlier patterns already replicated in vivo (data not shown), consistent with the role of the nuclear membrane in preventing rereplication within one cell cycle . Importantly, replication patterns labeled in vivo, which reflect the relative positions of those labeled domains, remained intact throughout the duration of the in vitro reaction. Hence, with intact CHO nuclei as a substrate, Xenopus egg extract does not reposition chromosomal domains, and replication proceeds according to the proper temporal program.
Monitoring Early and Late Replication Domains throughout the Cell Cycle
To address whether the temporal order of replication is established at a specific point during G1 phase, we differentially tagged early-and late-replicating domains in vivo with CldU and IdU and prepared nuclei from these cells at various times during the following G1 phase. These nuclei were then introduced into Xenopus egg extracts and pulse labeled at various time points with biotin-dUTP. With this protocol, DNA synthesis taking place either early or late in vitro could be localized to either early-or late-replicating domains ( Figure 3A ). To verify that these manipulations do not disturb the replication program, several control experiments were performed. First, we verified that the chromosomal domains labeled at the onset of S phase in the first cell cycle are the earliest to replicate in the following S phase were synchronized as in Figure 3A , and the sites of were indistinguishable between one cell cycle and the amounts of hybridization of these labeled strands were plotted versus the map position of each DNA segment, next, demonstrating that our synchrony regime does not alter the pattern of initiation sites at the DHFR locus. giving a distribution of the relative frequency at which type III pattern, although bundles of type III foci could be seen near the periphery in some nuclei. By 2 hr after metaphase, type I/II foci had lost their bundled appearance and had acquired the typical nucleolar exclusion pattern; type III patterns were now observed in 63% of double-labeled nuclei. The frequency of type III nuclei did not change at subsequent time points (3 hr, 66%; 4 hr, 56%; 6 hr, 66%; G1/S, 70%). We conclude that the general repositioning of replication domains takes place between 1 and 2 hr after metaphase.
The Temporal Order of Replication Is Established at the Time of Nuclear Repositioning
To determine whether replication timing is established at the ODP, CHOC 400 cells were double labeled as in Figure 3A , synchronized in mitosis, and released into G1 phase for either 2 hr (pre-ODP) or 6 hr (post-ODP). Intact nuclei were introduced into Xenopus egg extracts, pulse labeled with biotin-dUTP at various times, and then stained for biotin and either IdU or CldU. Results with both pre-and post-ODP nuclei were indistinguishable (pre-ODP shown in Figure 5A ). The earliest sites of biotin label colocalized with early-replicating (CldUlabeled) domains and were excluded from late-replicating domains (IdU-labeled) ( Figures 5A and 6E) . Later in the in vitro reaction, the sites of DNA synthesis in most nuclei showed a striking colocalization with the type III IdU-labeled domains ( Figures 5A and 6E) , demonstra- To test whether replication timing might be a constitutive property of chromatin, metaphase chromosomes and IdU as in Figure 3A , synchronized in metaphase, and released into G1 phase. Cells were then collected from prelabeled cells were introduced into Xenopus egg extracts, and the temporal order of replication was moniat various times after mitosis and stained with CldUand IdU-specific antibodies (Figure 4) . Metaphase chrotored as in Figure 5A . Sites of DNA synthesis in vitro were found to localize to both early and late replication mosomes displayed a speckled/banded pattern of early-(green) and late-replicating (red) chromosomal domains, domains at all times during the in vitro reaction ( Figure  6E ), indicating that the temporal order of replication was previously shown to correspond to R and G bands (Drouin et al., 1990; Sparvoli et al., 1994) . Although type not maintained. One problem with the interpretation of these experiments is that in vitro replication of meta-IV and type V domains could be easily identified at all cell cycle times, including metaphase (Figure 4 , second phase chromosomes requires assembly of a nuclear envelope mediated by Xenopus egg cytosol (Lawlis et row), it was difficult to determine when they reposition, since these domains persist as several large foci with al., 1996). Hence, it was possible that embryonic nuclear assembly factors had disrupted an existing temporal no discriminating arrangement. However, type III foci provide a distinct marker for domain positioning, as they program. Alternatively, the replication timing program could be established between metaphase and 2 hr. To are almost exclusively perinuclear and perinucleolar. One hour after metaphase, type I/II and type III domains distinguish between these possibilities, we evaluated the temporal order of replication with nuclei prepared both exhibited a bundled appearance. At this time, only 3% of the total double-labeled nuclei displayed a typical at 1 hr after metaphase, which have completed nuclear 
CldU (green) or (C) anti-IdU (green) antibodies. (D) Intact nuclei were (B) Aliquots of intact 2 hr (square) or 6 hr (circle) nuclei from (A), as
introduced into Xenopus egg extract, and the temporal order of well as permeabilized 6 hr nuclei (triangle), were introduced into replication was evaluated and displayed as in Figure 5A . Although Xenopus egg extract, and the distribution of 32 P-labeled early replidomains are not repositioned, we have classified IdU label as middle cation intermediates at the DHFR locus was evaluated as described or late based on the number and size of foci. in the Experimental Procedures and plotted as in Figure 3C .
( 
anti-Mcm2 antibody revealed the tight association of
To confirm these results using an independent method, replication intermediates synthesized in the extract were hybridized to specific hamster genomic sequences (Figure 7) . The amplified DHFR genes initiate replication in early S phase and continue to replicate passively throughout much of S phase (Caddle and Heintz, 1990; Dijkwel and Hamlin, 1995) . The long interspersed repeat sequences (LINES) C1 and C3 replicate during the second half of S phase (Holmquist and Caston, 1986 ). Metaphase chromosomes and nuclei prepared 1 hr, 2 hr, or 6 hr after metaphase were introduced into a Xenopus egg extract, and nascent DNA synthesized in vitro was pulse labeled with [␣-32 P]dATP either at the onset or at the end of the second hour of the replication reaction. Radiolabeled DNA was isolated and hybridized to a probe from the DHFR locus and to segments of DNA containing the C1 and C3 repeats. The rate of replication ( Figure 7D ) and the specificity of initiation ( Figure 7E ) at the DHFR locus were evaluated for each nuclear preparation. Results revealed that both metaphase chromosomes and 1 hr nuclei showed no detectable preference for initiation within early-replicating sequences whereas both 2 hr and 6 hr nuclei initiated preferentially within early sequences (Figures 7A and 7B) . Late in vitro, metaphase chromosomes and 1 hr nuclei still showed no significant preference for DNA synthesis within either early-or late-replicating sequences whereas both 2 hr Figure 6C ) chrodomains, and an overall correlation between transcripmatin in all nuclei, consistent with previous results (Dimitional activity and replication timing. However, attempts trova et al., 1999). When these 1 hr nuclei were introto address the components of mammalian chromoduced into Xenopus egg extracts, replication initiated somes that dictate replication timing have been largely after the same lag period and proceeded at the same unproductive (Gilbert, 1989) . In this report, we show that rate as 2 hr and 6 hr nuclei (exemplary results shown in our previously described cell-free replication system Figure 7D ). However, unlike 2 hr and 6 hr nuclei, early and (Dimitrova and Gilbert, 1998) can recapitulate the proper late replication domains in 1 hr nuclei were replicated in replication timing of chromosomal domains. Using this no specific temporal sequence, similar to the results system, we demonstrate that the establishment of temobtained with metaphase chromosomes as a substrate.
porally distinct replication domains is cell cycle depenAt all times during the in vitro reaction, sites of DNA dent, taking place early in G1 phase. Interestingly, recent synthesis localized to both early and late replication results in the yeast S. cerevisiae suggest that this early domains and continued with a diffusely distributed pat-G1 phase establishment of replication timing may be tern of foci throughout the duration of the in vitro reaction (Figures 6D and 6E) . evolutionarily conserved; the late replication program of a telomeric origin was shown to be determined at some IV and type V patterns in vitro (Figure 2 ), extracts are clearly capable of replicating these domains. Incomplete point between metaphase and START (Raghuraman et al., 1997). The ability to stage CHO cells at precise times replication of G1 nuclei could result from exhaustion of extract components or the accumulation of a replication in early G1 phase allowed us to demonstrate that replication timing is established after the binding of Mcm2 to inhibitor(s) in the extract. Alternatively, it is possible that a mid-S phase transition may be important for replicachromatin and prior to specification of the DHFR origin locus, which is upstream of the restriction point. Replication of heterochromatin. In fact, remodeling of heterochromatin just prior to replication has been observed in tion timing was established during the same early G1 phase interval in which chromosomal domains were recultured mammalian cells (Milner, 1969; Li et al., 1998 quire 2-3 hr after mitosis. Although we cannot determine whether each individual domain returns to precisely the somatic cell nuclei, imposing upon them an embryonic replication pattern. We found no evidence of remodeling same physical location within the nucleus, the overall distribution of these domains was preserved after mito- (Figures 2 and 5) , even after prolonged incubation times. An important difference is that the prior studies emsis, and the same domains initiated replication at the onset of two consecutive S phases. ployed nuclei prepared with detergents, which disrupts nuclear morphology and strongly inhibits DNA synthesis Genetic evidence in Drosophila suggests that position effect variegation is correlated with a change in nuclear (Dimitrova and Gilbert, 1998) . With nuclei prepared by controlled exposure of cells to digitonin, initiation of position of the variegated locus, mediated by the proximity to heterochromatin (Dernburg et al., 1996) . In mamreplication is rapid, synchronous (all nuclei initiate within 10-30 min), and efficient. In addition, previous reports malian cells, silencing of certain genes during B and T cell development requires a protein (Ikaros) that appears employed much lower concentrations of nuclei, which can also disrupt replication patterns (Dimitrova and Gilto relocate these genes to centromeric heterochromatin (Brown et al., 1999). Our finding that the temporal order bert, 1998). We conclude that the conditions for nuclear preparation and in vitro DNA replication described in of replication is not established until sequences are repositioned within the nucleus provides a provocative this report preserve physiological properties of chromosomes, allowing replication to proceed according to the coincidence between gene position, replication timing, and transcriptional function. Indeed, Ikaros-mediated program specified in vivo.
Not all aspects of the in vivo replication pattern were gene silencing and repositioning is accompanied by a change in replication timing of those domains (K. E. recapitulated in Xenopus extracts. First, the total rate of genomic replication is accelerated in Xenopus egg Brown, M. Merkenschlager, and A. G. Fisher, personal communication). It is possible that replication timing extracts; nearly 80% of the genome is replicated within 2-3 hr ( Figure 7D) , and mid/late replication begins within is a consequence of nuclear position, which is itself a reflection of transcriptional potential. Accordingly, in 2 hr (Figures 2, 5, and 7) . Since replication fork elongation rates in vitro are approximately one sixth of that Xenopus embryos there is no transcription and no evidence for a spatiotemporal order to replication, whereas observed in vivo (Dimitrova and Gilbert, 1998), the accelerated rate of genome duplication is likely due to inin mouse embryos transcription begins at the end of the first cell cycle, and replication already follows a defined creased origin activation. However, DHFR origin specificity is indistinguishable from the in vivo situation, spatiotemporal pattern (Ferreira and Carmo-Fonseca, 1997). This model would imply that epigenetic regulation suggesting that extracts do not activate origins that are not typically utilized in vivo. One possibility is that the of chromosomal domains is dominant to the information contained within origin sequences themselves in conentire set of type I/II foci (which take 6 hr to replicate in vivo) may be activated within 1 hr in vitro. Indeed, we trolling replication timing. Although we have analyzed only one replication origin, our finding that the overall observed a greater number of labeled foci with G1 phase nuclei in Xenopus egg extracts as compared to early S replication timing program is maintained independently of conditions that alter origin specification ( Figure 5 ) is phase cells in culture (Figure 1 versus Figure 2B) . A second difference is that G1 phase nuclei were rarely consistent with this notion. How could nuclear position dictate replication timing? observed to progress to type IV or type V patterns de novo in the extract, and not more than 80% of the gePotentially, molecules recruited to the sites of specific chromosomal domains could establish microenvironnome was replicated (Figure 7 and Dimitrova and Gilbert [1998] sequence, since it maps within the region of peak initiation activity. g/ml BrdU (Sigma) for 2-30 min. For differential tagging of earlyLate-replicating hamster DNA sequences (LINES C1 and C3) were and late-replicating DNA domains, CHOC 400 cells synchronized at a gift of G. Holmquist (Holmquist and Caston, 1986) . Relative cpm the G1/S border were released into S phase and labeled with CldU were obtained by phosphorimaging analysis (Molecular Dynamics) and IdU as described . and normalized to the corresponding values from parallel hybridizaIn Xenopus Egg Extracts tions with replication intermediates from exponentially growing Intact or permeabilized nuclei were prepared by digitonin treatment CHOC 400 cells, labeled as described (Gilbert et al., 1995) . This and introduced into interphase Xenopus egg extracts at a concencorrects for differences in probe size, deoxyadenine content, and tration of 10,000 nuclei/l as described (Dimitrova and Gilbert, 1998) . hybridization efficiency. To express the relative preference for repliAliquots were removed at different time points, biotin-11-dUTP cation of early or late sequences ( Figures 7B and 7C) , results for (Sigma) was added to a final concentration of 50 M, and reactions each type of G1 phase-staged nuclei were normalized to the lowest were further incubated for 5-10 min. Nuclei were fixed with 4% value among the three probes. formaldehyde and transferred to polylysine-coated coverslips (Sigma) as described (Mills et al., 1989).
